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Local groups manage 
their byways
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Presentation Notes
Brief overview of the Colorado byways program; key points being that the program was created in March 1989 and first designations that September.  Now 26 state designated byways, 11 of which are also nationally designated.  Local support was always a key component.



Five program elements: 
• Designation 
• Enhancement/protection
• Interpretation
• Infrastructure 

development
• Promotion/marketing

COLORADO SCENIC & HISTORIC BYWAYS 
PROGRAM
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The Byways Commission made the development of a conceptual plan addressing these five component a pre-requisite for designation and we expected that byway groups would follow up their nomination with a more developed management plan. You will notice that Resource protection was among the key program elements from the very beginning.  So if you are wondering why, the answer is simple.  Two words: Development pressure. And it’s still an issue today
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Colorado’s population is projected to nearly double by 2050More than 2.5 million acres have already been developed with another million acres projected by 2030. By some estimates, Colorado loses up to 90,000 acres a year to development. Colorado is also experiencing a significant decline in larger farms. The reduction in Colorado’s average farm and ranch size led the nation in the early 2000s and was nearly four times greater than the second ranking state, Texas. Most of the size reduction can partly be attributed to 1972’s Senate Bill 35, which only requires county review when land is subdivided smaller than 35 acres. As a result, developers and land speculators frequently purchase large farms and ranches and subdivide them in 35-acre “ranchettes.” So we wanted to make sure that Colorado Byways were at least thinking about the consequences of not protecting their resources



Statewide Planning Framework
1992

Major components included: 
 Organization and management of the byway 
 Identification and evaluation of byway 
resources
 Access and capacity issues 
 Interpretation and protection of resources
 Development of infrastructure
 Marketing and promotion
 Funding and financing
 Implementation strategies 
 Coordination 
 Evaluation and monitoring 
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In October 1992 the seventeen existing Scenic and Historic Byways met to develop guidelines for the creation of individual Scenic and Historic Byway Management Plans. The meeting involved all the Byways and their resource partners. Several drafts of the Byway Management Plan guidelines were developed, reviewed by the group, amended and approved.  It is important to note that this was a group effort – the group actually formally adopted the framework and a commitment to develop management plans.Remember that this was before the national program was up and running and long before FHWA had even started thinking about corridor management plans.  In fact, it wasn’t until 1995 that they allowed CMPs as an eligible grant project (after much bugging from Colorado) The 14 point CMP guidelines weren’t created until 1995. Looking at this list of components, you’ll see that Preservation and resource protection ideas were scattered throughout the framework.  Identification/evaluation of resources included natural, cultural, visual, recreation, land use as well as organization, infrastructure [visitor information, attractions, hospitality], environmental hazard and sensitive areasDevelopment/interpretation/protection of resources and infrastructure



Organization Development 
Technical assistance 
Regional workshops
Resource Manual

Planning Project

Phase I -1994
Phase II - 1996
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Moving forward, we wanted to provide as much help as we could so these groups would succeed in meeting their goals.  So we created a multi-year planning project,funded by national byway program grants;  Through technical assistance one on one and with regional workshops, we were able to focus on a variety of areas and while also developing a variety of tools for byway organizations.



Technical Assistance Workshops
 Organizational Development

 Visioning and Goal Setting

 Byway Management Planning

 Creating Partnerships

 Public Involvement Strategies

 Interpretive Planning 

 Resource Protection  

 Marketing and Promotion

 Fund Raising
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Most byways begin with more of a marketing emphasis, so our early efforts focused on helping them achieve some quick and easy goals while strengthening their organizational structure.  After the initial push for some marketing materials, many byways moved on to creating interpretive or educational programs.  Not only were these programs easier to check off the list (it’s important to have those successes that you can do that with), but they were also much less controversial.  But we also made sure resource protection was a component of the regional workshops and documents in the Resource Manual. The Resource Manual also provided guidance for establishing good interpretive and educational programs.  Phase II, in 1996 continued technical assistance workshops; Highway User Trends, Byway Visitor Characteristics, Economic Impacts; completed Sept 1996



Resource Protection 
Manual

2000

Phase III -1997
Planning Project
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By the end of Phase II, we recognized that byways were starting to focus on preservation issues.  So Phase III included development of the Resource Protection Manual;  Manual includes sections on regulatory and non-regulatory approaches as well as funding options and examples of various techniquesPhase III also continued technical assistance workshops, and research and planning components including an Economic Impact Analysis; a Design and Planning manual; a Marketing Plan; and two assessment reports, one on developing a Monitoring and Evaluation Plan, and the other on creating a Byway Association.  Completed 2002



Evaluation of CMPs 

Planning Project

Phase IV – 2001

• Organization and 
Management

• Education and 
Interpretation

• Resource Protection 
and Preservation
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Lastly, the Assessing Best Practices project, a conclusion to our long term planning project, involved the review and evaluation of all the byway organizations and their management plans.  This was completed in November 2003



Grassroots Training Program

Interpretation
Resource Protection

Traveler Ethics
2001-2004
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Another tool we developed was the Grassroots Training program which we called Hospitality training with a kick.  It is basically a hospitality training program by aimed at teaching byway leaders how to educate their local community members about the story of the byway, as well as resource protection and traveler ethics. One of the reasons we included resource protection and traveler ethics was because of a visit to the mining town of Silverton…..cemetery story



Grassroots Training Program
RESOURCE PROTECTION

Understanding how lands 
are protected through:

• Ownership
• Incentives
• Regulation

ETHICS:
Define ethics

Codes of ethics
Communicating and 

marketing community ethics
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Resource protection components are centered around understanding land use and how it can provide some level of protection.   



Funding
National Scenic Byways Program Grants (1992-2012)

State Historical Fund – (1993) from limited stakes gaming

Great Outdoors Colorado Trust Fund – (1993) from lottery 
proceeds
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Now before I go any further, I do want to tell you a bit about the funding for these projects.  Everyone knows and longs for NSBP grants, which started in the fall of 1992 and ended in 2012. Don’t hold your breath for the return of those anytime soon.  But here in Colorado we are lucky to have two sources of state funds to tap intoSHF -historic preservation, interpretation, building stabilization, some promotional products (likely now over $300 Million)GOCO - fee simple acquisition, conservation easements ($917 million)Both programs provided a good source of matching funds, although it took a few years and a bit of convincing to tap into the GOCO grants because their board didn’t quite understand the concept of byways



San Juan Skyway
Red Mountain Pass 
Project
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Finally, here are just a couple of examples of byway projectsThe San Juan Skyway developed its partnerships based on a desire to preserve the landscape. The Historic Preservation Plan was completed and submitted in 1999.   Following the completion of the Preservation Plan, the Red Mountain Task Force was created and 10,500 acres of mining claims identified for acquisition. Within a few years,  nearly 7500 of those acres had been purchased and turned over to public agencies, particularly the USFS for protection from development.  And more than $20 million had been raised to accomplish this task.   Their efforts led to an award-winning regional multi-county land conservation and historic preservation initiative that to date has stabilized and restored 22+ historic structures, raised in excess of $32 million for land conservation, and preserved more than 12,000 acres of high priority working ranches and historic mining and railroading landscapes.



Top of the Rockies

Hayden Ranch 
Project

Colorado Preservation, Inc.

Colorado Mountain 
College

University of Colorado at 
Denver

Lake County
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Top of the Rockies focused on educational values and historic preservation.  They developed a unique restoration project at the historic Hayden Ranch near Leadville. The concept was based on the use of the facility as a laboratory for Colorado Mountain College's associates’ degree in historic preservation.  Colorado Preservation Inc. purchased the property, helped with grant writing, oversaw the restoration and eventually turned the property over to the college.Matching funds were provided by Colorado Mountain College Foundation, Environmental Protection Agency, Lake County, and the Greater Arkansas River Nature Association. The University of Colorado at Denver's College of Architecture and Planning worked on a master plan for reuse. 



GUIDING PRINCIPLE #1: KNOW WHAT YOU’VE GOT
Identify and prioritize significant natural, 
cultural and historic resources on the byway.
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There is a blurring of the boundaries between what is educational and what is helping to preserve and protect resources; to gain local support for preservation efforts, you often must begin with educating your constituents about why the land or the historic structure is important and valuable.  DO’S AND DON’TS OF INVENTORYING RESOURCESDO take the time to inventory your assets as one of the first steps in your preservation effortsDON’T try to save everything.  Use the inventory to focus your preservation efforts to have the greatest impactDO develop criteria to help evaluate which resources to focus your efforts on.DON’T ignore the input of byway stakeholders in developing your priorities.  You will need their support, so building consensus around priorities is criticalDO consider the ways in which you will be using your inventory to be sure that you are compiling all the information that you will needDON’T forget to involve the public along the byway in identifying and prioritizing resources.



GUIDING PRINCIPLE #2: MAKE PEOPLE CARE
Create an atmosphere conducive to 
resource preservation and protection.  
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Conservation and preservation projects don’t happen overnight.  They can require substantial budgets and a long-term commitment---and they require building a critical mass of local support.  There’s a very tricky balance to be found between preserving the intrinsic qualities of your byway and protecting private property rights.DO’S AND DON’TS OF PRESERVATION AWARENESS AND EDUCATIONDO take the time to educate people along the byway about the value of the irreplaceable resources along the byway DON’T forget different audiences when spreading the word about the importance of the resources along your byway.  ”Preaching to the choir” won’t expand support for your byway.  Consider public media, school programs, and targeted approaches to your opponents or the people whose support you need the most.DO send someone that your opponents respect to discuss preservation issues.  The messenger can be just as important as the message itself.DON’T assume that your job is ever done.  As new people come into the byway, ongoing educational efforts are important to maintain public support for preservation efforts DO look for several different ways to get your message across.  Many people will need to hear your message several times before you finally get through 



GUIDING PRINCIPLE
#3: USE “CARROTS” 
AND “STICKS”
Identify 
preservation and 
conservation 
tools to protect 
valued 
resources.  
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DO’S AND DON’TS OF PRESERVATION AND CONSERVATIONDO be sure that byway stakeholders are aware of the range of preservation and conservation options and the restrictions so that they can make informed decisions about what is best.DON’T jump in and try to implement restrictive preservation restrictions right off the bat.  There’s no better way to kill support for preservation efforts.  DO consider the financial and human resources that your byway can secure to implement preservation effortsDON’T give up.  What may seem impossible can become possible if you can generate enough support behind your efforts.DO identify potential partners to work with you on preservation and conservation effortsDON’T try to accomplish everything at once.  Smaller projects may become building blocks for larger ones.
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